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NATURE’S ODDITY’

Sigma Chi Docked
For Illegal Rushing
! of the 1958-59 school year.
By RALPH CHATOIAN
2. Sigma Chi may not particiSigma Chi fraternity has been
placed on probation by the Inter - pate in any Interfraternity Council
fraternity Council Court for viola- activity for which an award is
tions of the Interfraternity Coun- : made during the balance of the
cil Rushing Code, if was announc- Ispring semester this year.
ed yesterday by the IFC Court. ; 3. The fraternity may not pledge
According to Dick Dixon, chair- lany man during the informal rushman of the !EC Court. Sigma Chi ing period in the spring semester
was guilty of violating two IFC I of this year.
4. Sigma Chi is to retain its
Rushing Codes. The fraternity was
guilty of "placing a feature article membership and obligations to the
concerning their fraternity in a lo- Interfraternity Council.
cal newspaper immediately preceding or during formal rush." They
were also found guilty of violating
the rule which states, "The first
mandatory rush party be a smoker
type function."
A story appeared in the San
Jose Mercury on the morning that
formal rush started. Feb. 15, concerning the semi-finalists in the
"Sweetheart of Sigma Chi" contest. This, according to the IFC
Dr. Edward Teller, one of the
Court, violated the rules set down leaders in the development of the
by the council.
hydrogen bomb, will speak tonight
On Tuesday. Feb. 18, Sigma Chi at 8 in Morris Dailey Auditorium.
Dr. Teller will lecture on "SciInvited the rushees to a steak dinner which violated the IFC ruling ence and the Cold War." The lecwhich states that the affair has ture is open to the public.
to be a "smoker type function."
Dr. Teller, who has attracted
According to Earl White. presi- controversy with his defense of II dent of Sigma Chi, the steak din- bomb tests, also has attracted atner was changed to a smoker and tention for his scientific achievean attempt to notify the rushees ments in the practical application
of the change was made.
of thermonuclear principles in the
White stated, "We did not at- development
of the hydrogen
tempt to break the rules in any bomb.
way, It was a mistake on our
Dr. Teller was born in Hungary
part "
in 1908. He received his Ph.D.
The result of the court action from Germany’s University of
will be:
Leipzig. He came to the United
I. The fraternity is placed on States in 1935 for a professorship
probation effective immediately in physics at George Washington
until the end of the first semester University.
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On exhibit In 5207 is this 24 -inch rear -fanged sine snake, one of
nature’s oddities. Uncommon in eaptisity. a snake of the same
species was responsible for the death of snake authority Karl P.
Schmidt last September.photo by Bob Knuth,

Rare Species of Snake
Is Represented Here
By PAT BUNDS
The rear -fanged vine snake, one of nature’s oddities, is on exhibit in S207.
Dr, Ralph Smith, professor of zoology, recently purchased the
34-inch snake which is only pencil size in diameter. In nature, it could
easily be mistaken for a small tree branch.
According to Dr. Smith, these snakes, uncommon in captivity,
were brought to the public’s attention last September when an au’authority on snakes, Karl P.
Schmidt, died within 24 hours after being bitten by a snake of the
same species.
The snake had been brought to
Schmidt for identification. He was
bitten while examining it. Dr.
Smith said that Schmidt, thinking the snake was mildly poisonous, did not contact a doctor. Instead, he remained alone and kept
a diary account of the symptoms
until he died.

FINAL PREPARATION

TV Engineer Robert Stapleton checks monitors
as final preparation for Monday’s debut of tele-

%teed teacher
VIsual photo.

The national newspaper coverage that sehmidni death received caused alarmed aml interested readers to phone Dr.
Smith to inquire shout the
snake. 111. now has a lie mewl men of a different variety, hut
the game species, to show the
curious.
Dr. Smith said that he bought
the snake for $2.50 from Pan
American Airways to avoid the
delay of purchasing one through
the state. He thinks the price was
cheap since Pan American was out
the cost of flying the snake into
San Francisco from Barranquilla
Basin, Colombia.
observation program,
iusiioThe !make gets Ita name from
two fangs in the rear roof of its
mouth. The
Uses the
fangs to kill its food, mostly
lizards larger in diameter (Mut
the snake.
Dr. Smith’s specimen is a female. When asked how he could
tell, Dr. Smith said, "Just like
you can tell the sex of a girl
using traditional teaching tech- walking on the street . . . not
niques, with course presentation anatomically, but accurately."
and content in no way adapted to
- the television medium.
Modified instructional pi-ograti.
combine teaching techniques and
course content in a presentation
Student Court yesterday postdesigned for television.
poned until next week any action
TYPE OP SERVICE
on a proposal for night rallies to
5.15’ Instructional TV Center is
he held for coming ASB and ofequipped to provide three types of
ficer elections.
television service:
The court also delayed until
Observation in public schools:
next week taking any action on
The reception of TV signals from
the status of the. National names
public schools, such as Horace
Club, which has not yet been recMann, in specific college classognized as a campus nrganizelinn.
rooms to observe children and
claSsos)m activities.
Off -the -air programs The CenDr. Ethel Albert. nuntther of the
ter can receive programs from six Stanford Unisersity Institute of
Bay Area TV stations and distri- Behavioral Studies, will speak on
bute them to classes.
"Anthropology and Philosophy" in
Special Instructional lessons: (’11226 at 745 tonight. in a lecHealth and hygiene and engineer- ture sponsored by the Philosophy
ing, for example, ’have scheduled Department.
specialized studio presentations by
The talk will be open to the
local expetts in the field.
public.

Teacher Observation TV
Getting Final Checkout
By CATHIE TREAGLE
Technicians entered the final
round of tests yesterday in preparation for Monday’s debut of
televised teacher observation programs which begin at Horace
Mann Elementary school.
To test 25 S.IS classroom monitors in Centennial Hall. the Education Building and the Library,
as well as equipment in the college’s TV distribution center, technicians began beaming in signals
from the grammar school about
p.m.
"The tests will be conducted for
the remainder of the week after
the children leave school." report-.
ed John Westfall, coordinator of
instructional TV.
TO VIEW CLASSES
Three classes will be viewed by
SJS students when the observation program gets under way: Mrs.
Maisel William’s sixth grade glass,
Miss Mein Pett’s second grade
class, :slid a thud class not yet

announced.
Ray Litke heads the Audio-VlsURI crew making the tests. Technicians are Glen Pensinger, Robert
Stapletoe Glen Stewart, Senovio
Garza and Walter Fox.
RESOURCE TELEVISION
Teacher observation programs
represent one of the three means
employed in the use of education
via TV: it falls in the "resource
television" category.
"Resource TV is the use of the
television camera in conjunction
with specific instructional tasks
within as course." according to Dr.
Richird B. Lewis, head of the
Audio-Visual Department
"Television is used as resource
only when it makes a contribution
beyond ot her teaching materials
and methods," he added.
OTHER METHODS
Unmodified and modified instrualon are the other two meth(xis of closed circuit TV education
The Iirbt is characterised by1
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SJS Bookstore, Coop Show
Profits, Phenomenal Growth

By GEORGE SKELTON
The current recession has affect- i
ed many businesses in the Santa
Clara Valleybut it apparently
hasn’t touched SJS’ studentowned Spartan Bookstore and Coop.
Last year the two "non-profit"
organizations combined a gross
of $.196.000 and realized a total
net surplus of $45,000. This surplus will eventually find its way
back into the hands of the students.
Largest gross by far last year
was gained by the Bookstore
$430,000, with a $38,000 surplus
The Coop grossed $66.000 and
profited about $7,000.

Teller Talks
On Science
Tonight at 8

Weather:

CarolSandell
Elected New
Song Leader
Carol Sandell was appointed
head song girl yesterday following a vote of the executive Rally
Committee. She will begin her duties immediately as head song girl
so that she will have this semester’s experience before she starts
her football -season duties, according to Mickey Simonet. Rally
Committee chairman. Jeri Bullock
is the out -going head song girl.
It was announced at the meet ing that the office of treasurer has
been vacated by Ron Robinson and
applications for this office may be
filed in the Student Union before
Friday at 3 p.m. The chairman ship of the stunts committee is
also open and applications for this
office should also be filed in the
Student Union before 3 pm. Friday. The names of the new office,
holders will be announced Wed-,
nesday at the geneeal meeting. ,
The meeting will be in the Student
Union at 3:30 p.m.
Rally Committee Executivel
Council members may be seen1
sporting new shirts in a few
weeks, it was announced by Dave I
Towle, vice president. The shirts1
will be yellow with a blue emblem. I

Indications are that the two es- !
tablishments will surpass that ,
amount this fiscal year, which
ends July 31.
William M. Feist., student affairs business manager. told The
Spartan Daily yesterday that the
Spartan Stores, which have never
lost money in any years he can remember, are handling 7-8 per cent
more business this year than last
PHENOMENAL GROWTH
The two organiaztions, governed
by a board of 11 faculty and five
student representatives, have had
a phenomenal growth during the
last few years.
Since 19.34, the bookstore,
iihieh is about as old as the
college itself, has inereneed its
business by 2110 per cent.
Reasons cited for this tremendous upswing are many, one being
the enrollment increase. One of
the main reasons emphasized by
Felse. however, is "the students
know they get a fair shake in our
store."
PUBLISHERS SEX PRICER
Prices on books in the Bookstore are set by the publishers.
There is approximately a 20 per
cent markup on these texts. Supplies, including paper, stationery
and pencils. draw a 40 per cent
markup. The Spartan Bookstore
buys in volume through the California Bookstore Assn.. a group of
50-60 campus stores in the state.
Testbaok aermint for approximately AO per cent sit the Book store gross with the remaining
so per sent derived from suppuce.
The Coop sells 1200-1500 cups of
coffee per day and the average
student pays out 16 cents every
time he walks past the cashier,
according to Felse

SPENDS ti.50
An average student spends
something like $50 a year in the
bookstore. Felse estimates. Of this,
approximately eight per cent goes
into surplus
Where does all this surplus go’
The answer is: back to the students.
The Coop and Bookstore have
45 employee, most of uhom are
students, on their pay -rolls. Last
year the two organizations paid
out r18.000 in eateries.
Spartan Shops Inc surplus will
also eventually pay for the new
Bookstore The first floor, costing
$100,000, was built in 1955. The
second floor, costing $88,000, was
added last year. With this additional floor came a $60.000 Increase in inventory, bringing the
total to $135,000.
COOP REMODELED
The Coop Also wits entirely remodeled five years ago by Spartan
Shops Inc. surplus. The Chapel,
which cost $42,000 to build, received $9000 (rota the two stores, and
the new Spartan Stadium lights
derived $12.270 from the fund. In
1951. the Spartan Shops board
turned $35.000 over to the Associated Students for use.
Last year 1400 caps and gowns
were bought for $22.000
The National Association of College Stores thinks highly enough
of the two SJS student operations
to have asked Harry J. Wineroth,
Spartan Bookstore manager, to
speak for a half-hour at the as
sociation’s annual convention in
Los.Angisles during the month Of
May.
The new cafeteria. which officials hope will be completed in
June, conies under the jurisdiction
0( Spartan Shops nest fall,

v

alley Group To Plead
Engineering Education

Acting in the capacity of advisers, Pres. John T. Wahlquist and
engineering head Norman 0. Gunderson will accompany a group of
Santa Clara valley industrial engineers and public officials when
they travel to Santa Rosa Friday to plead with the State Board of
Educalion for extra engineering education in the area.
The valley delegation will ask the State Board of Education to
, authorize San Jose State College to seek accreditation for undergraIduate engineering work
The college cannot dri this be!
Of a policy des eloped with
the Board of Regents of the
I iihersity of California in 11152.
lItittort II Seinan,, assistant
This agreement reser% es engisuperintendent of public instria.
neering and
t graduate work
tion, has resigned that post to be- to the University.
Student Council is scheduled to
at
the
come dean of instruction
The University of Caliorrnia re- , appoint a Senior Female Justice
new Foothill Junior College in Los gents have proposed a $666,000 ,
at its 2,30 p.m meeting today in
Altos.
post -graduate center in the Mounthe Student Union. However, no
Dr. Semans’ resignation should tain View -Sunnyvale area in Its
take effect on about April 1, the. 1958-59 budget. This would not one had applied by late yesterday
State Department of Education re- take care of the undergraduate , afternoon. Applications will retraining problem.
ported.
main open until 2.30 pm today.
Applications for Homecoming
Committee chairman will he opened at today’s meeting and SJS’s
proposed gift for the city of Sparta also will be considered again.
onipiled from I toted
Other items on the agenda for
Creation of the new office of "acting president" is challenged by
Speaker Sam Rayburn. and a California Assembly committee refuses discussion are Recognition Day,
Installation Banquet. a meeting of
to recommend teaching science to first -graders.
all interested candidates for the
Sneaker Sam Rayburn yesterday challenged the right of Presi- coming election. Student Council
dent Eisenhower and vice Pres. Richard M. Nixon to create the retreat, and rccognition of Dames
new office of "acting president."
Club
Rayburn objected to the Eisenhower -Nixon agreement, made public Monday under which Nixon would take over as acting pia...Arid
if President Eisenhower became disabled.

Semans Accepts
Los Altos Post

. Female Justice
Sought by Council

world wire

Secretary of State John Foster Dulles sesterday reket.s1 as
"unacceptable" Sosiet proposals for a foreign mi.nlatcrs’ meeting
as a prelude to a summit conference.
Dulles bluntly told a !ant s eonferenee that the United States
rejects moves which would make this country any party to a frAtel.
hoax, a show or a spectacle at a summit conference between East
and West.
.
An Assembly committee has turned thumbs dour’ on a proposal to start teaching science to school children as early as
the first grade.
By a voice vote v. 4th very few dissents. the Ways and Means
Committee Monday disallowed a Department of Education retniest for
$2.600,000 for supplementary textbooks in science for first, second
and third graders.
Assemblyman S. C’. Masterson ID-Richmond) said. -First. second
and third graders aren’t eling to learn any science in aupplementary
texts. What they need to learn is simple reading, writing and arithmetic."
a
VW President Nixon said yesterday that labor unions should be
regarded as a "force for good" despite scandals involving a few union
iftalani
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Roos Worsted
flannel slacks
have never
been bested!
And for the
budgetthey’ve
been mildness
tested!
100 allzwool
in brown, greys,
and charcoal
at a mere 15.95
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"Not Yet"

the

s/ Daily Comment

iiot Seat
By RAND(! E. POE

Editorial

Wooing Those Sleepy Voters

Get out the handkerchiefs.
have
Some delirious people in our Museum of Natural Education
because the
begun to squeal again. They are flustered and perturbed
College
fraternities and sororities are "monopolizing the scene" (Joe
contest, elections, song girls).

cheer on their own private candidates reeks of the
sectionalism that brought on the U.S. civil war. The
fact that the best candidate came from another
fraternity would, as the boys on 11th St. would
say ding him.
And trying to hypo election interest by increasing the window dressing won’t get at the heart of
student apathy: A lack of issues.
Witness the situation last semester. The student body general election involved all kinds of
ballyhoo, posters and surface enthusiasm. About
1200 voters yawned their ways to the polls.

It looks like the specialists in student govern-Tient are going to trot out another wonder drug
for
chronically sick patient interest in student
elections.
This time the prescription, now under study by
Student Court, calls for a liberal dosage of night
election rallies, rooting Greeks and even entertainers.
It’s figured that the soft breezes and class -free
hours of night will encourage Spartans to turn out
in thousand -member droves to
Rcheer their candidates on to vicootina
tory. (Last semester’s best -attend ed rally drew a mob of 25, according to Chief Justice Curt Luft.)

Wanted:

these
Somehow, I can’t get excited over the sobbing of most of
anti -hat and sorority characters.
Most
To be sure, I am not a booster for the Greek buttercups.
me.
of their activities, in fact, seem laughable, even tragicomic, to
reBut credit certainly should go where it is due and the fact
keen
nains that the fraternities and sororities here have taken a
interest in the college. They’ve shown they’re concerned.

The Half-a-Loaf Rebels

The special football election, in which a highly
controversial issue was involved, saw
more than 3000 voters cast ballots.
Voters
If we had political candidates who
were willing to advocate policies and
fight for issues that aroused the imagination of
the students, we’re sure they would respond.
We don’t mear to throw stones at people who
are trying to do something to boost student interest in elections. But we’re afraid that no amount
of ta-rah-rah-boorn-de-ay is going to be able to
cover our embarrassment when our lack of issues
is showing.

Sections

The plan’s promoters would try to whip up attendance by getting Greeks and independents to
attend en masse to cheer their favorite candidates’
platitudes, with perhaps a note or two from a
campus Elvis to lighten the party.
Ifs an interesting idea, but will it get off the
ground? And should we let it?
No.
Our first objection is the Greek -line split that
would result. The idea of campus groups trying to

&IS Student: A discussion was under way, before class, about the seating arrangement where
students are marked absent by the empty chairs.

Dr. Earl Campbell. professor of political science:
The class of Pol. Sci. 103 was hearing a lectuie on
city council meetings. "Everybody at the meeting

A

has a title of some sort. The presiding officer is the
mayor. The council members are councilmen.

friend of one of the students walked in and
asked a student in the front row, "You’re sitting
kind of close, aren’t your The settled student

brainwashing Experiments
Aid Convict Rehabilitatio ni

I

Of the 110 inmates in the
By DON REED
camp, 52 per cent believed the
VISALIA, Calif.,
UP)Good
program was beneficial to themprogress was reported today in an
selves and others; 15 per rent
experiment to make criminals go
said they received no benefits;
straight by brainwashing them.
7 per cent twIleved it beneficial
The experiment involves reading
Sit others hut not to themselves;
inspirational messages to prisoners
12 per cent Were undecided; 7.6
while they sleep.
per cent did not answer, aml 6.4
A man’s volee speaking words
per cent did not participate.
of encouragement conies
through earphones %Olen by the
Locke said the program had
prisoner an he Iles in his bunk.
greatly stimulated the prisoners’
Each of two tape-re(’orded mes"thinking about life and their
sages lasts about four minutes.
problems."
The "pillow therapy" was startThe messages beamed to the
ed 13 weeks ago by Tulare County sleeping men emphasized such
Public Defender John Locke in an things as an improved outlook on
effort to rehabilitate prisoners at life, an improved attitude toward
the county’s Industrial Road Camp their families and others, selfnear Woodlake.
confidence, increased feelings of
physical well being and greater
rdaxation, lessening of the desire
for liquor, and a higher degree of
inner peace.

395 Almaden Arc. CT 7.99011
Near the Civic Auditorium
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I think it’s time
For the world to know
I’ve had no chance
To teach Randle Poe

LIKE TRAVEL?
DISLIKE ROUTINE?
career in the
Than consider
sky as UNITED AIR LINES
Stewardess.
A Stewardess Representative
of United Ai Lies will be on
campus Tuesday, March I Ith
from 900 cm. to 4.00 P.m, to
interview interested and guali
(ied applicarts for ats.driment
to summerclassas.
Single, 20 to 26 years of sos
will be acrepted
from gins who are 19’;21. 5’2’
to 55" 0-+h proportionate
.:ght. v,s’ori which is correctible to 20/30 or better& attractive aPPearonce and personality with a background of
C.ollego. rutting, Or public
trotter*
For further information,
and eoPoist,"00
*scontact
aelp.h+th
Placement Office
NITID

appnhow

eat,ori

CORONA

UNDERWOOD ROYAL
2:7

REMINGTON

ypetvrttero

A system similar to the sm,,gested one has been seen in operation at schools as large as San
Jose and it works. It also frees a
school employee for more important things than sitting for several
hours a day handling a job file
across the desk to a person who
possibly has waited a week to
look at it; and then finds that
there is nothing there for him.
Bob Crowe ASB 731

FOR SALE
Machines
EASY PAYMENT PLAN

Used Standard and Portable
Est

1900

SAN JOSE TYPEWRITER CO.
Free Parking

24 S. SECOND ST.

CYpress 3-6383

When these brittle people are asked for suggestions about improving the situation, they disappear like Willie Sutton in a roomy prison.
They call themselves individualists, but I’m afraid they’re masquerading under a phony label. It’s sad to reflect that so very few
authentic individualists remain.

Individualism Is Vanishing
A few men who stalked the country 50-100 years ago would be
ashamed to venture out today. Guys like Toscanini, Churchill, Schweitzer and Einstein, giants of individuality, blended their individualism
into what s known as the common
good. But their type is fast vanishing.
We are in need of active indiNot do-gooders
vidualists here.
who just talk a good game, hut
people ready to go to work.
Whether the "little people" on
this campus -who are actually the
"big people" have become disillusioned and satisfied is not certain.
But most of us realize there is
no hope for the satisfied man.

Coffee Date?

DIERKS DONUTS
A M

lo II

PM

370 AUZERAIS STREET

illdsay’s
NEW
PARKER PEN
PRICES
NOW
"61"
"SI"
Mr

$22.50
$13.50

CURTIS LINDSAY INC.
Stetionrs
77 SOUTH FIRST STREET

EDITORS NOTE:
The pros and eons of Me. Poe
muse been at length related,
There’ll be no more (for a %s hit,.
at least I:
We’re officially satiated.

SPARTAN &AMR SHOP
Haircuts
$1.25
CREWFLAT

LEAGUE

TOPSIVY

FOURTH & WILLIAMS

RENT

- .!"14)

KQ

A

TYPEWRITER
S

SPICS AL STUDIPI T

5

KENNEDY BUSINESS MACHINE’S
55

r ;AN FERNAN, 0

CY 2

Imported

"I like (and get) ’start-to -finish’
engineering assignments"

PARKAS

PANTS

After Ski Boots

RENTALS

Reed4 cpoPtinf goats
4285 ALUM ROCK AVENUECL 8-5305

Box Office Open Todav For

MY HEART’S

IN THE HIGHLANDS
by William Saroyan

MARCH 14 - 15 - 20 - 22
College Theatre, 5th & E. Sao Fernando
SI tidents

Rol, Vaughn (left) disrossex a central office power initallation with Switchman R. F. Ilrider.

3MONTHS

RATE

500

"When it comes to making a joh interesting. I think the assignments a man
gets are more important than the size
of the project hc’s working on," says
Roy Vaughn of Illinois Bell Telephone
Company. "I found that out soon after
I graduated. My first job was aith an
organizatiog where the projects were big,
lint the individual engineering assignments lacked variety and scope.
"After this experience I looked over
power engineering opportunities in a
number of companies. I joined Ill i tunic
Bell because it promised the most inter pitting and challenging work. That was
three years ago. My work with IBT has
everything that I was looking for.
"My job is to engineer the power requirements for telephone central Arm

The work never gets routine. 011e job
may be for a new building. the next for
expanding existing plant. And power
needs vary tremendously from little rural
dial offices serving a few hundred telephones, to big metropolitan telephone
plants serving liundreda of thimsands.
"But what I like best is that I generally
handle the job from start to finish. I tie’
’ermine the operational and emergency
power requirements of the facilities to
he served, and order the equipment
needed. And I’m usually on band during
installation to see the job through.
"Not only does thin kind of engineering assignment keep work interesting,
but I find it is helping me ’wow is
I etter manager. Anil that Unlooses my
chances for advancement."

Ho’
Saughn. Jr., graduated from Illinois Insti tttt e of
Ter hnologs in 191I with a R.S. in E.E.,legree. Ile is 11111.
of man,
torn who sire finding interesting and re.
warding corers, In the Bell telephone Companies. Find
roit about career opportunities for ’rm. Tolls with the
Nell inters icwer when he limit. !our rumpus, and read the
Hell Telephone londslet 4111 lile in .our 1’1 icemen, Office.

$17.50
$10.00

Porker says it about ’
but he ...vs 10,

Owen M. Broyles,
Associate Professor of Economics

FOR RENT
Special Rental Pates for Students

Hot air, to my knowledge, has never put a kite into the sky.

A Campus -to -Career Case History

SKIS
Sweaters

Most of them who are now yelping never bother to vote; they
plain that S.IS’
nominate. They simply It and c
eerl
social organizations are "running the school."

pryer

Should I give thanks
In this world below
That I’ve escaped
Our Randle Poe?

Domestic

BOOTS

San Jose State’s football team
trailed Washington State, Stanford and COP in national passing
offense statistics for the 1956 grid
campaign.

Of all the people
I’ve seen come and go
There’s never been one
Like Randie Poe.
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"The Editor:
A suggestion for the placement
Bridge On the River 1<vvai," took
office regarding part-time work.
top honors last night at the HollyWhy insist on the appointment
wood Foreign Press Association’s routine after the initial registra"Golden Globe" presentations.
tion? Subsequent appointments,
The versatile Guinness was if they can be made, are merely
named best dramatic actor of the for the purpose of looking at the
year
for his performance in
"Bridge," chosen best picture of
And when the "book" is finally
the year by the Press Corps.
reached the chances of finding a
David Lean received the best suitable job, in hours, days etc.,
director award for his work in are pretty remote. So if nothing
the award -winning "Bridge."
is found then hack through the
Joanne Woodward was honored whole rigamarole again and, if
as the best dramatic actress of the one is lucky, he can see the "book"
in in seven or eight days.
year for her performance
Twentieth Century Fox’
Three
Why not put a simple job desFaces of Eve."
cription card in the outer office.
Awards for the best supporting
List hours, days, pay I if known)
roles went to Red Buttons "Sayoand other pertinent facts on it
nara," and Elsa Lancaster, "Witand put it where the job seeker
ness for the Prosecution."
can see it. Then if interested tie
can make an appointment to find
out the address and other information about the job.
actor

Looking

as Taxpayers."

Guinness Cops
Filmland Award

.

r%

There is a city manager, city attorney, etc. Even
the public has a title They appear at the meeting

looked up and smiled, "Would you like to take my
place? He just counts bodies."

Open at I P.M.

arso....se "’..1./......16/.11.1

os

C ame

Quick Quips

Pirsa with a "Personality"
HOUSE OF PIZZA

To me. student elections :ire meaninCess They will nnt affect my
life one way or another. But more than a few half -a -loaf rebels apparently believe elections and song girls are vital components in their
lives. Yet most of those whiz kids I’ve met do nothing but chatter.

The

VAIL

MILE.

YIRLUPHONn
COMPANtan

Pitching,
Hitting
Improve

Waltzing in% aN with 11 first
places. Stanford’s freshman track
squad yesterday handed coach
Stu Inman’s Spartababes an 8338 loss at Pap Alto during SJS’s
first dual track meet of the sea-

’Better hitting and ’improved
pitching’ are the password and
countersign given by Ed Sobszak,
Spartan baseball intelligence officer.
golbczak IS pleased with the

Sobczak opined.
Allen MacIntyre,

according to
the coach, has shown improvement
over last year’s infield-to-hillock
switch, and should win quite a
few games.

SPARTAN DRIVE-IN

,

By CONRAD MUELLER

Vk .i t h

Jim

Colvin

tanking

one point uins as the Theta Chi
Bob criwt’s. 10
squad, paced ts
points, donned ATO 25-94 and
Jim Williams scored nine In

football at Sunnyvale High School,
kicked 13 consecutive PAT’s during the 1948 season for a Spartan
mom.

sArs 21-2a a in ever KA. Shelly

Detrick scored nine for ATO
Mile: Lorry Suable (Sian). Al Alisoand Koh Church 13 for MA.
mode (Stan), Ralph Dykes (SJS):
In other action, the Delta Sign
4:32.9.
440: John Besse (Stan), Norm Dav:s edged Sigma Nu 41-39 as Gil Za(SJS), Ms Garcia (SJS) 525.
ballot: poured through Iii. Merle
Smith managed to stay in front to capture theAlonzo Wilkins (left) and Don Smith clear high
ISO: Jeff fleubier (Stan) Jeff Evans Butler led Sigma Nu’s losing efvictory.photo by Doug H111.
hurdles in Interollass Track Meet action Friday,
-(Stan), Chuck Belcher ISJS1
I 54.6.
fort.
220 Low Hurdles Ron Snyder (Stan).
Bill Slattery (SJS) Dick Cooley ISJS).
Larger point spreads were pro25.1
minent in the day’s final two
120 High Hurdles Ti. between Red
games as PiKA romped over KT
or
Aronble (SJS) nd Rn
ieSnyde
l.)natS(
49-35 and Lambda Chi Alpha did
iDick Cooley (SJS),
Sappy i n th e Phi Si g s 44-31I. Tom Voigt
fan)
I Di was: Joe Carey
AH."’Y scored 14 for the KTs, Tom Low!St").
rsystill’Ic’n
: I
ft. 5 n
den 14 for PiKA. Jim reGate 12
Shot put: Mile Airington 1SJSI, Les
The SJS golf squad will open its1
Attebury (SJS), Nappy MacNaughlon
San Jose State’s tennis team Harold Smith was toppled by season against Cal Poly at the , (Stan). 43 It. 111/2 in
San Jose Country Club March 21.1 High Jump Harry Saxton (Stan) and
suffered a 9-0 loss to Stanford on David Nelson in secondsingles.
Coach Walt McPherson’s only ! three way tie for second between Doug
6-3,
6-3.
the Indian courts ydsterday.
Kilpafrick
Dick SCooleyo9in (SJS).
returning golfer is Eddie Dulno.
In other singles competition,
and Dick logo. Stan)nliD
Stanford captured every match Lowell earruth defeated NunThe rest of the squad will be
Javlin: Craig Bushmen (Stan). Geo
but one in two sets. Spartans Bob be,, 8-6, 6-2; Jeffries overcame
made up of J(’transfers and , Millar (SJS), Cliff DeMrtini (SJS):
Namba and John Marshall dropped Sam W a gne r, 7-5, 7-5; Dick
175 ft.
holdovers from last year’s 4%’
Broad Jump. Bucley Oltmns (Stan),
Hilgeman
doubles
to Robin
second
squad,
Mosk bested Don Anger, 6-1,
Brooks Townsend (Stan). Torn Hessler
and James Jeffries, 2-6, 6-4 and 6-3; and Gil Kanney topped Joe
In preparing for their opening (SJS):
4-6.
e V21ufltt..1 Dick
in. Kimmel! (SJS) John
tournament, the golfers are playWondrack, 8-3, 6-3.
Stanford won the Northern
Carruth and Nelson combined ing challenge rounds for position Pilekolson (SJS) Cliff DeMartini )SJS)

GRRRRR

Golf Sqiiacl
artans Lose Tennis’!Spartan
To Face Cal Poly
Try at Stanford, 9-0 In First Tournament

talents in first doubles with near on the ladder, which is supposed 13ftil
1A
complete success. The Stanford to rate the squad by ability.
Dulno was on top before yespair eased past Wagner and
terday’s matches. In second was
Anger, 6-1, 6-1.
Mosk and Ranney completed Stan Giddings. He was a memBrooks Rawlins turned back Stanford’s clean sweep with a ber of last year’s JV squad. In
San Jose’s John Marshall in the third doubles shutout victory. the kthird
caJreslot
fsnawas
rt-’(J
Luceti, a small lad uluo
featured first singles bout, 6-3, 6-0. Wondrack and Smith felt the axe,
bits a long hall
6-0, 6-0.
The next three on the ladder
are: Harvey Kohs, Bill West and
California Intercollegiate team
championship on its own courts
Jose finished
San
Saturday.
second and University of Callfornia, third.

SLIQATOELAJ.
T-3016
UNION

Marlon Brand

"DEEP ADVENTURE"

Nat
SONS
mem.

Underwater Thriller

OBI
Min

%/AQ,ATOZA
IJNION 7 -.110?

wwwwer
4.,

U. TO ARIAS
C104....114c c3,0E
e_
- -.1^. .

-

NOW! AT 2 THEATRES!

"A KID FOR TWO
FARTHINGS"

PADRE I TOWNE

Johnson

CY 7.3060

CY 3-3351

"KISS ME KATE"

"and God
created woman"

STUDIO
"RAINTREE COUNTY"
Elizabeth Taylor
Montgomery Cliff
Eva Marie Saint

.. but the devil Inventisd
Deigns* ma.rdioll

EL RANCHO DRIVE-IN

MAYFAIR

Natalie Wood

Marlon Brandi,

Karl Malden

"BOMBER B52"

"SAYONARA"

Gaynor

Gene Kelly Mitzi

Robert Mitchum

"LES GIRLS"

"ENEMY BELOW"

Glass are a bore!
I was talking to my wife Mabel the other
day and we both decided that it was silly
to go on wearing our heavy ugly glasses.
It was really abnormal to go around with
heavy lenses hanging before our eyes.
Were both gone modern and are now wearing
Why don’t you find out
CONTACT LENSES.
about it today and join the M000ve to contacts.
(Incidentally this is no bull .

)

CONTACT LENS CENTER
SPECIALISTS WITH CORNEAL CONTACT LENSES
JOE ALLEN, FRANK JOHNSON. Technicians

CYpress 7-5174

213 S. FIRST STREET

Freshman Baseball
Opens ’58 Season
Against Menlo JC

The lid of the ’58 freshman
baseball season will flip open for
San Jose State Friday at 3:15
p.m. when the Spartan frosh battle Menlo Junior College on the
SJS field.
According to Dr. Warren P.
Fraleigh, frosh baseball coach, 22
men are on the squad.
There are two right handed
pitchers, Jesse Huffman and Joel
Guthrie on the squad along with
left handers Dick Holden and Jud
Clark,
Jim Corbus and Ramsey Thorn ley are the catchers. Playing outfield for the junior Spartans will
be Armand Signus, Carl Tally,
Cliff Fortin, George Ileeren, Tom
Doak and Jim Stephenson.
Fraleigh has Jim Pusateri, John
Galvan and Gary Mastrandrea
holding down the first sack spot.
Don Hogan and Dick Highfill will
be playing second base.
Third base position will be held
by Lee Drocco and Cecil Anderson. Larry Bachiu, Gary Visher
and Nelson Dake are assigned to
the shortstop position.
The frosh baseball team will
play 16 games this season with
eight of them on their home
grounds. Their games will include
Hartnell College, Campbell High
School, San Jose J.C., Cal frosh,
San Jose High School, Monterey
High School, Willow Glen High
School, Santa Cruz High School
and Stanford frosh, along with
Menlo Junior College,

Make-Up Games
Scheduled Today

Gay, New Spring
Leone’Yen

Bob Gooby.

The challenge rounds are being
played on week -day afternoons,
except Wednesday, at the S a n
Jose Country Club.
Following the first six players
in position are: Keith Rockwell.
Don Samuelson, Jack Stoeffel,
Jack Samuelson, Leonard Whitlock, Randy Brown, Pete Marshall, Dick Lang and David Bruce.
McPherson expects USC and
Stanford to be his squad’s strongest opponents. He hopes his team
will do well but believes that it
is to early for a prediction,

Godon Captures Ski
Cross-Country First

Ave.,

In the Eastern Leag ti e, the
Swishers 11-31 will play the
Whalers (3-1), also at 4 p.m.

YOUR
ADVERTISERS

[1._DATRONIZI

But you don’t have
to be an explorer to get the best
.
Bring This Ad With You For Reduction of . .

35c

50c

PEE WEE’S PIZZA
945 THEinADEMALA
Cotnq Soon

DIXIELAND BAND

Large
Medium
Small
Good only for the month of MARCH

Pissa to ea
5 p m. to 2 a.m. Fri. and Set

The HOLLAND

JAM SESSION SUNDAY

12th and Santa Clara Street

p.m. to I are

Mon and Thurs

CYpress 1-5900

Park

Plaza.

Union

14442
ESsex

7-1434.

Just a few dollars a month crow
will start your IrloPme financial
planning!
Gus Adams Dan Hitchcock
40 North First Street
CYpress 7.5707

PROVIDENT MUTUAL
Life Insurance Company
Of Philadelphia

PERPETUAL

The combined trophy ..as of it.
ferred for the combined .1
Mg and cross-country. The only
other Spartan entered %sits Peden Anderson. and Anderson
captured a fourth in tscOh tbs.
race and the combined.

BOOK SALE

This event was sponsored by
the Auburn Ski Club and ten
men competed in each event.
Anderson, a freshman at SJS,
is in his first year of jumping and
cross-country competition, a n d
this race is the third that he hi.
entered.

10 UP
THESE ARE NOT PUBLISHERS’ REMINDERS
OF BOOKS THAT DIDN’T MAKE THE GRADE

Fountain: Breakfast, Lunch,

Dinner

Callaway’s Crystal
Creamery
E. SANTA CLARA

BUT

OLDER EDITIONS OF CURRENT BOOKS
OUT-OF -PRINT TITLES . . . ETC.

Golf Driving Range
STUDENT SPECIAL
35c a bucket with ASII Card
TULLY ROAD

ALL VALUABLE ADDITIONS
TO YOUR REFERENCE LIBRARY

GEORGE B. MILLER
Re. ed

Arsdale

Cambrian

arriving daily ot

Fashions,

lesstask. Provident Mutual offers
to young men an ideal insurance
plan with row coal protection and
savings features.

Godon skied the five-mile Auburn
Nordic Ski Championship race at
Tunnel Mountain (Cisco Grove)
Saturday, and also won the third place combined trophy.

S. 10th &

Fashions

It’s hard to hang on to your
money while you’re in school, let
alone start saving for the future.
But you needn’t feel it’s a hope-

Grabbing his initial cross-country first place of the year, Rolf

7th

almost here

Relay: Stanford with 3:28.5.

FAIRGROUNDS FAIRWAYS
Two games are scheduled today
in independent intramural makeup action.
In the Central League, at 4 p.m.,
the Barbarians (0-4) will play
the Stumblers (3-2).

The Moon May Be
Made of

25c

iiii Laititid.o Ciii Alpli.t .oild Wit)
21 George 14 for the Phi S’igs.
Yesterday’s Pla.Y marked the
’ points, the single high output of ,
,
:

SJs failed to place Its the 100
or 290 yard dashes.
,
According to Bert Bonanno, as! sistant coach. the best race of the!
day was turned in by Jeff Beaubier.

"SAYONARA"

Diana Dort Cells

n4rtvs

Teams
vfnisnt aogfailn2m-rnixtuLdsrueof
I the day. fraternity intramural
Tuesday March
i basketball got underway yesterIITofu e sTs); . season
son
!day as DU downed Theta Xi 56- will bepfilnaayiedgaomne
April
Hampered by the loss of :9.7 I 34. Ben Yates scored 14 for the jw,
i sprinter Herb Blanchard and I losers.
! Woody 11111. a :9.8 century man,
Theta Chi and SAE both scored
now .eoaching
Fred 1.noisey.

slashing of catcher Ed Christianson, f I r os t baseman Ruiz
F:Irey, and the power shouts by
first sacker John Bustorally, In
late practice session. "The team
I,, not taking as many pitches as
they did In the Cal game," he

efforts of ’little’ Larry Peterson’s right handed tosses. "Ile
is keeping the ball low. Though
is of wildness In
he showed a t
the Cal game, Peterson will redeem himself In the future,"

olieTAN

Stanford
Thinclads Colvin Leads Dlls
Post Win In Fraternity Play

1

stated.
Two hold-overs from last year’s
club; Bob Colombo and Harry
Haley have not hit their stride as
of yet, and the coach is keeping
his fingers crossed. He noted that
Colombo has been excellent defensively but leaves something to
be desired with the willow in his
hands.
Haley, veteran third sacker, has
been popping up and the coach is
trying to change the direction of
his hits to the ground.
’’No position is cinched," Sol;Czak stated. "In fact, there are a
number of JV players who have
shown the determination and
hustle to possibly replace some of
the varsity men." His observations
come from JV games he has seen
and JV coach Joe Winsted’s conferences.
Sobezak Is impressed with the

1!

I Wednesday Nfarch

SMITH HURDLES HOME

local Teacher

of )1 Years, Rprsnte

THE WORLD BOOK
ENCYCLOPEDIA

NEW TITLES ADDED DAILY, KEEP CHECKING
FOR BOOKS YOU WANT

volumes and Guide
Mor Than 10.5500 Pages
0., 20,000 Illustrations
The Reference No Student
Should B. Without

CALIFORNIA BOOK CO.

George B. Miller
28 S. Cragmont

134 E. SAN FERNANDO

JL

if Across 4th leom Student Un:on

Fan Jose CI. 11-3595
MEM.

MIN111..1

Wednesday. Marsh 3, 19’ss

4-SPARTAN DAII.T

POINTS THE WAY

DS Greeks Welcome Pledges

Forum Will Present
Music Team Sunday

San Jose State fraternities have
concluded rushing activities for
the spring semester and a total Of
96 students have pledged, according to the Student Activities Office.
They are:
ALPHA TAU OMEGA
Bill Bartley, Ed Curtis, Dave
Dinelli, Bruce Donald. Jay Duffus, Edwin Evans, Don Frenck.
Peter Kaldveer, George Landon,
Neill Miner, Walter Motta. Jerome
Page, Frank Priore, Jerry Secrest,
Jeff Sheldon, Bob Shieve, Fred
Soetje and Frank Sullivan.
DELTA SIGMA PHI
Berger Benson, Larry Bolton,

Anne and Sven Reher, musical team from southern California,
will be featured guests for this week’s Sunday Evening Community
Forum. The musicians will appear in Morris Dailey Auditorium Sunday
night at 7:30.
Selections for the program will be based on musk America loves.
These will include folk songs, light opera, art songs and religious music.
Combining the musical treatment will be a running commentary of
*American history entitled, "What
is America:’
Fraternity To Meet
Sven Reber has been recognized
At Newsman’s Home
Bill Pedigo, news editor of the as an outstanding American violin Union Gazette and professional ist. He played with the Los An member of Sigma Delta Chi, has gels Philharmonic Orchestra for
invited members of the campus eight seasons and participated in
chapter to meet at his San Jose Hollywood Bowl Concerts.
Reher is now under contract
home tomorrow at 7:30 p.m.
SDX Chapter Pres. Robert Craft with the Twentieth-Century-Fox
Said yesterday that Pedigo will Studio Orchestra. Reher also tea discuss the topic. "Why Be a ches History of Music classes at
Newspaperman?" The group also University of California Extenwill complete plans for its Dead- sion Division. Marymount College.
line Dinner March 27.
and Los Angeles City Collee,
Pedigo resale: at 85 S. Crag- Anne Reher will play the piano
mont Ave.
and sing.
Moderator for the forum will be
Dr. Chester Mason. supervisor of
BE A MAGICIAN
music toe the San Jose Unified
School District. Communit
WItrfF
Forum is a non-profit cultural
organization.
DR. MEYER BLOCH
P

Jeof

Eastern Magical Society
240 RIVINGTCN STREET
New York 2, N.Y.

Light Lunches
Fountain Service

Graduating Seniors
May Get Free Book
On Job Possibilities

SJS Grad Student Theta Xi To Assist San Jose
To Present Recital In Annual BlossomtimeTour

Mrs. Lorraine Hancock. graduate student housewife and mother
of three children, will give a piano
recital tomorrow night at 8:15 in
Concert Hall.
Mrs. Hancock will play Sonata
No. 23 in F major in allegro
moderato, larghetto and presto by
Haydn. Her Bach selection will
be English Suite No. 5 in E minor.
This number includes the prelude. allemande. courante. Sarabande passepied enrondeau and
gigue

Book by Whyte
To Be Discussed

Whatever
the
occasion
Say it
with
Flowers

OPEN 6 DAYS A WEEK
Across The Street
From Student Union

DUTCH MILL
LUNCHEONETTE
183 EAST SAN FERNANDO

BAKMAS

FLOWER
SHOP
CY 2.0462 -10tb 3 Sesta Clara

DRY CLEANING
The

Nationally

Thorough

Advertised

Quick

Special
IN BY 9

Sanifone

Process

Convenient

Ladies Suits $1.10
OUT AT

SHANK’S
DRY CLEANERS & SHIRT LAUNDRY
Second & San Carlos

Seniors looking for jobs after
graduation may find help in a new
book on job opportunities just
received by the Placement Office.
The book, called "Career, 1958.
For the College Man," is free of
Obtaining information for the posting of the direetional signs for
charge and contains many good
Blossonitinie are: (left to right) Barry Jilt. Larry Sani yen, and
Job prospects in most business and
%ern Johnson of Theta Xi frati.rnity. Henry Plymire. tourist
technical fields.
bureau manager for the San Jose Chamber of C’ommerve, is gi%"Career" is published annually
ing instriutions.-Cliamber of Commerce photo.
for the benefit of each year’s
graduating clas s. and contains
such items as advice from experts in each field covered to help
a graduate plan his job campaign,
special indexes to pinpoint the best
employer prospects, and company
Theta Xi freernity again is
The first Blossomtime testival presentations of their job openworking with the San Jose Cham- was staged in Saratoga in 1899 ings and opportunities.
ber of Commerce in sponsoring and was held annually until five
activities for Santa Clara Valley’s years ago when it was replaced
Blossomtime tour. The group re- by the Blossomtime tours.
Graduating Teachers
cently posted directional arrows
Are Invited to Attend
pointing out the 8. mile Blossom time route for motorists wishing
School
Open House
to see the colorful spectacle. The
All
graduating elementary
area covered includes blossom.
tea,lier candidates are Ins lied to
filled scenery from the Mt. HamilDr. John W. Aberle. professor an open house to be held Satton Range to the Santa Cruz
Mountains, north to Palo Alto, of business, will discuss the book, urday. March 15, at Union Eleand south to Gilroy.
"The Organization Man". by ’Wil- mentary Swhool, 2130 Los GatosAlmaden Road, according to B.
The fraternity is also making liam H. Whyte, at this week’s
C. Itintergardt, teacher placeTalk.
Book
Plans for its annual Blosson1time
ment officer.
Whyte. assistant managing ediball, to be held on March 28. A
The open house will be held
tor of Fortune Magazine, has
from 9 a.m. to 1:30 p.m., and
Blossomtime queen will be crownwritten the book as a plea for
ed at the dance. Girls competing individualism. The author feels will Include a social hour, tour
of the school district, and interfor Blossomtime queen are: Ziska that, as a whole, there has been
views by school officials.
Baum, Kappa Kappa Gamma: too much emphasis on group
Interested candidates may call
opinion
and
action.
He
doesn’t
say
Sherry Stiltey, Kappa Alpha
at the Placement Service, A234,
that a certain amount of conforany time this week or neat
Theta; Paula Pearl, Delta Gamma:
mity is not necessary, yet he feels
Becky Fudge, Chi Omega; Joan that the individual should make week to sign 11O.
Bowman, Gamma Phi Beta; Dor- himself heard. Whyte points out
othy Brogden, Alpha Chi Omega; that the individual should be able P.E. Greeks
Initiate
Sue Smith, Alpha Phi; Margie to think and to act independently
Phi Epsilon Kappa, men’s proNixon, Delta Zeta: Joan Price. of the group.
fessional physical education fraKappa Delta: Joan McDowell, AlBook Talks have been moved to ternity, initiated four pledges durpha Omicron Pi: Sandy Young. Phi Tower 24 for the remainder of the ing a dinner meeting at
Havenly
Mu; Sharon Colcombero, Sigma semester. The time, 12:30, today, Foods restaurant Sunday,
accordKappa.
remains unchanged,
ing to club officer Herb StockFree bus tours for the Blossom The Library Subcommittee, man.
time routes will be conducted by sponsor of Book Talks, invites all
Initiated were Norman Friberg,
Theta Xi on Sundays, March 9. students and faculty members to John Rodriquez, Harold Smith
and
16. and 23, between 11 a.m. and attend the weekly sessions.
James Williams.
3 p.m. The tours will leave from
the San Jose Civic Auditorium.
according to Theta Xi publicity
chairman. Barry Jett,
Aerial tours, helicopter flights,
and other Blossomtime events
are scheduled through the month
of March. The Blossomtime tour MEETINGS
( ST.’.. panel discussion on stufor old vintage cars will be held
Amateur Radio Club, meeting dent teachers, tomorrow, 3:30 p.m.
March 22 and 23.
and code class, tonight, 7:30, E119. 17353.
The second annual folk dance
Occupational Therapy Club,
AWS, speaker, Dr. Bruce Ogilfestival featuring the San Jose
Gay Nighters will be presented at vie, "How To Catch a Man." Gen- meeting, tomorrow, 12:30 p.m.,
the Santa Clara County Fair- eral meeting will follow for any- 572.
Phi Alpha Theta, meeting, togrounds outdoor dance pavilion on one interested in visiting Agnew
Sunday, March 23, 1-5 p.m. Ad- State Hospital. Today, 3:30 pm., night, 7:30, CI1162.
Engineering Lecture Hall,
mission is free.
Student V, "Oomph", for Y
Co-Bee, Spartan Twirlers, folk members, friends, guests, Friday.
Free map guides are now available in most San Francisco Bay dancing, tonight. R. WG22.
Tau Delta Phi, meeting, tonight,
(’n -Roe, Carnival Capers, special 7:30, Tower.
Area chambers of commerce,
service stations, and automobile even t, tonight, 7:30, Women’s
Gym.
BEANERY BULLETIN
clubs.

CYpress 3-3701

CLASSIFIEDS
FOR RENT
omplete dinette set. 512.30 SO
mattresses, $8.50; springs, beds.
1
blk.
Apts.
studio
college.
Furn.
Chests. $8.50. Study tables. $2.
$25 each. CY 2-2152. Eve.. SaL & misc. heaters. $147.50. FR 8-5612
Sun.
or CY 3-2275.

I

1,114T
RIDE to and from Hayward. Ron
Plea.. ref Urn bieyele you took T.% or 1.1.1 1-6550.
thc band room.
NAL,. to share apt. OD S. 12th St ,
after 3 p.m. CY 2-4560.
rou KALE
I or 2 Kirk to skareig. 2-bdrm
’57 Fore Convert. Jet black, white modern apt $35 mo. Cy 3-9093.
nylon top. WW. RAIN
Power
Steer & brakes CY 3-91114 be- , Oue girl to share modern apt. 1
-tueeii 6 & 7 p.m at 35ai S. 6th blk fmni college Pool Call CY 36257. Mary or Sharon.
oats :or Bruce.

’NEW YORK UNIVERSITY
Communication Arts Group
Announces
THE nRADUATE INSTITUTE
OF BOOK PUBLISHING
Opens Srptember, 1958
A full year program designed to t!le: men
and women of exceptional promise for
careers in the book industry.
Academic study with outstandiog lecturers
in literature, philosophy, and
political science.
Workshop courses with experts front
the industry.
Apprentice training in New York book
publishing houses.
M A Degree
Limited to thirty students.
Foe

intorrnst.on and spelt- alien ve, to:
Jose Tebbe. throcior
Graduate Institute of Book Publishing
Nun York Ilroverstty
Washington Square
Nes York 3. N Y.

40
40
40
50

cents
cents
cents
cents

I --

Buy the NEW
STANFORD

CHAPPIE
today
at the

Spartan Book Store
PROVIDENT LIFE
AND ACCIDENT
INSURANCE CO.
announces the
affiliation of
LAY.NE GLIOEWELL
as agent for the
Gerry Comiran Agency
420 Park -CY 5-1155

-;top Study Tours For Coeds
Departing SS LURLINE from
LA. June 10-54 days
Departing United Aircoach
MethIlissr, L.A. or S.F.
June 22-44 days
At fire beautiful
HAWAIIAN HOTEL
at Waikiki
From $577 plus fax

Travel Advisors
MERRITT GREEN

HOWARD NELSON
24 E. SAN FERNANDO
CY 7-2121

lelatteriny
&Live
(Spartan Coeds Only)
Bring this ad to Hammer’s Shoe Dept. to win your choice
of Pappina flats -FREE
Drawing Monday Evening, March 17
NEW SPRING FLATS WITH TAPED TOES
"T" strap, Dressy Shell, Novelties
Patent, White, Pink, Blue, Beige

$5.00
reg. $7.95

Name

HAMMER
296 SO FIRST Si SAN Irr.F

Air- Rail- Ship - Bus
We Represent All
Air Ship Bus. Rail
Line.... Anywhere

just up the street loom
cantpuA

Address
Campus
Affiliation
than.

FOR TRAVEL HOME THIS sl.11711F,Ii

the

TRAVEL ADVISORS
MERRITT GREEN

why not join
him in the

ON THE

BOOK SPACE NOW
Many Air 1Fliten
Already Booked
Solid

Now that . . .
MELVIN’S
COME HOME

sand -surf -sun-study

CAFETERIA
Ent reel:
Macaroni and cheese
30 cents
Meat balls and spaghetti 30 cents
55 cents
Plate lunch
COOP
Entrees:
Swiss steak
Beef and macaroni
Wieners and saUerkraut
Plate lunch

THETA XI
Richard Da}dell, Ronald Fletcher, Scott Irwin, Mickey Pierce
and Jack Wise.

HAWAII

paptaguide

BOYS AND GIRLS. Good loca- Aqua-lung; DW reg. one hour
tion. New furnished apts. 93 W. tank. Plus mask and fins. AU new.
Reed. Apt. 3.
$100. Phone CY 5-4927.
VACANCY in rooming house for (3asslcal LP records. Some early
men. Mrs. Hawkins. 406 S. 11th issues. Col. items. Cheap. CL 8St. $22.50 mo.
2968.
Geattemen preferred. Nine sunny A set of II-1926 Ben Hogan golf
rm., Kit. priv. $35.00 mo. 278 N. irons. CY 2-9629. Ask for Skip
9th.
Fisk.
Euro. ROOM with kit. Priv. For
extras. Just
men. 1 bik. from campus. 162 S ’52* Dodge. V-8. All
overhauled. Contact Harry Shug9th St. CY 7-7792.
er. 645 S. 6th.
College mew. Rm. & lid. Attractive rooms. Good food. Rees. rates. If Corvette, $1450. Blue.. MI
er at 309 S. 7th or call
See
525 S. 6th St.
CY 5-2745.
Boy share apt with other. Furn.
$32 50 643 S. 6th.
WANTED
Booms. Kit. Priv. College girls. 46
S. 5th St
Wanted-typing, all kinds -- reasonable rates. 487 N. 2nd St. CY
Trailer spare. Walking distance to 2-0772. Mrs. Vernon.
college Boys & married couples.
No children or ix Is. 775 Balback MALE student to share apt, $25.
St CY 2-9211.
668 S. 2nd St.. Apt. 1.

Chuck Bruderer, Charles Coburn,
Harry Eslick, Earl Fisk, Michael
Jordan, John Jordan and George
Mijares.
DELTA UPSILON
Jim Colvin, Melvin Rose, Walt
Schorno, Bruce Edward Waidie
and Michael Weber.
KAPPA ALPHA
Jerry Planchon,
KAPPA TAU
Norman Davies, Chris Huts,
Alvin Rayfield, Roger Straiten’
Dale Scott, Frank Veloz and Dale
Vennes.
LAMBDA CHI ALPHA
Ron Griswold, Al Kham, Fred
Roettiger and John Wisler.
Pill SIGMA KAPPA
Jerry Baker, Pete Christen.
Douglas Dennis, John Dondanville, Jerry E. ’tense, Paul Hite man, J. Gordon Loughlin, Toni
Macedo and Al Robinson.
PI KAPPA ALPHA
Ralph Chatoian, Stern
David F’. Hanson, Bill Jenkins,
Charles Maurer, Dave Shutt, ChB
Smith, Johnnie Trinchero. Clyde
Westfall and Dick Underhill.
SIGMA ALPHA EPSILON
Dick Cristofani, Lee Howard,
Jon Levich, Bob McGetchin, Armand Rice. Wally Santos. Dan
Tapson. Bruce Tavener and George
Williamson.
SIGMA (’HI
Judson Clark, Guy Gleason, Bob
McKechnie, Robert Minney, Gus
Norton, Jack Norton, Paul J.
Scola, Bob Terry, Don Thomas,
Deming Upson, Don Walburg and
Chuck Wilson.
SIGMA NU
Tom Anfinsen, Bo Conley, Mike
Peak and Richard Hassel,
THETA CHI
Marvin Andrade, Richard Risbrough, Chick Metall and Bob
Steger.

HOWARD NELSON

We Offer

SOUND
ADVICE

1,r
saw.

TRAVEL
24 East
San Fernando
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